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Abstract: The present paper depicts the information about the green engine, which was one of the best revelations in 

21th century. Green engine is the internal combustion engine with a few or significant adjustment of its segments and plan. 

The productivity of green engine is high when contrasted with traditional engine and furthermore the fumes outflows are 

close to zero. Green engine have the colossal noteworthiness on account of today world confronting enormous issues with 

respect to vitality emergency. Today entire universe are confronting natural inconvenience because of increments unsafe 

gasses which are advanced from no place else yet the burning of these ordinary vitality sources. Contamination is diminished 

by green engine. Thus, the GREEN ENGINE is the ENGINE OF FUTURE.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Presently a day number of vehicles are expanding constantly along these lines contamination increments. It has prompted 

an overall natural emergency. Any tainting noticeable all around may not just purpose numerous maladies and loss of vision 

yet can likewise irritate the entire environmental framework. This has turned into a significant issue in every one of the 

nations developed and developing. For such issue green engine will wind up plainly valuable choice than customary engine 

since fumes discharge of green engine are close to zero. Green engine can utilize elective energizes like compacted flammable 

gas, fluid oil gas and bio fuels. These incorporate lower fuel cost, higher octane and unquestionably cleaner fumes emissions. 

Therefore the utilization number of green engine progressively quickly. 

 

2. TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 

 Contrasted with regular engines, the green engine is worked in six stages with significantly higher pressure proportion. 

Subsequently it has six working procedure: intake, compression, mixing, combustion, power and exhaust. Green engines 

have the variable pressure proportion, steady volume and self – adjusting fixing framework. In this manner, a engines having 

greatly high warm productivity, almost zero outflows, quietness, light and little, bring down cost with ability of consuming 

of different powers has appeared. Some essential highlighted features of green engine are shown in figure: 

 
Fig.2: Technical Features of Green Engine 
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3. Construction & Working of Various Types of Green Engine 

 

3.1 Turbo combustion Green Engine: This Engine is a developmental research project by Perfect Motor Corp., LA, and 

USA. A single cylinder engine consists of a piston mounted at 90 degrees to the rotor such that the combustion force is 

applied tangential to the rotor and at maximum pressure angle possible. The Engine has a piston, a fuel intake valve, a spark 

plug, an exhaust valve, a cam-operated crankshaft and a rotor also acting as a casing which allows for expansion of hot gases 

and also allows the hot gases to directly transfer their energy to the rotor. 

 
Fig.3.1: Turbo combustion Green Engine cut view 

The Working of this engine takes place as such, the air-fuel mixture is sent in axially to the engine. In the intake cycle, the 

mixture is sent in through inlet valve. The piston compresses the mixture in its compression cycle and by the action of spark 

plug the fuel is ignited. Combustion of fuel takes place. Immediately the exhaust valve opens into the rotor where the 

combusting mixture expands and transfers its energy to the rotor. As the rotor rotates the energy is transferred to the main 

shaft or the wheel. 

3.2 Radial Internal Combustion Wave Rotor: This Engine has been a research project by Michigan State University, USA 

and Warsaw Institute of Technology, Poland. It has been recently funded by US’s Dept. of Energy’s ARPA-E program to 

the amount of $2.5million. 
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The design does away with many of the components of a conventional engine, including pistons, camshaft and valves. It is 

a piston-less rotary engine. The engine has a spinning disk with curved blades. As the rotor spins, the air-fuel mixture fills 

up the chambers. Pressure builds up when the inlet and outlets are blocked and the air-fuel mixture gets compressed. This 

mixture then ignites. This sends shockwaves within the chamber. As the gas escapes at high speed, it pushes against the 

blade-like ridges inside the rotor, keeping it spinning and generating power. 

 

 
Fig. 3.2: Radial Internal Combustion Wave Rotor symbolic diagram 

 

3.4 Green Engine (Paradigm Engine): 

This engine has been created by Paradigm Energy Conversions Systems Inc., USA. The Green engine is a six stage, internal 

combustion engine with considerably higher expansion ratio. The term "phase" is utilized rather than "stroke" since stroke 

is really related to the development of the cylinder.  

 

The engine involves an arrangement of vanes, a couple of rotors which houses various little pot-like holders. It is here, in 

these little holders that compression, mixing, combustion is done. The engine additionally contains two air consumption 

ports, and a couple of fuel injectors and spark plugs. 

 
Fig.3.4: Symbolic Diagram of Cut-Section of Green Engine 
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Intake- the air lands to the engine through the immediate air admission port without an air delta pipe, throttle and gulf 

valves reporting in real time consumption system. A conduit is given on the sides of the vane and rotor. The conduit is 

shaped to the point that when the air travels through, solid whirls produce when it gets packed in the chamber. 

  

Compression- The surging air from the pipe is pushed by the edges into the little chambers in the rotor. The volume of 

these chambers is similarly little. 

 

Mixing- When the chamber comes before the fuel injector, the injector showers fuel into the packed air. Due to the state 

of the chamber, the fuel blends well with the compacted air. In light of the solid twirling, a divergent impact is applied 

noticeable all around fuel blend. Additionally, the pivot of the burner makes these divergent influences all the more viable. 

 

Combustion- As the chamber pivots towards the "end" of its way; it is situated before the start plug. A start flies from the 

connect to the air-fuel blend. Due to the blending stage, the air-fuel blend is denser close to the start plug, in this way, 

empowering lean-consuming of the charge and furthermore a uniform fire front. When the entire charge is lighted, the 

burner turns to position itself before the restricted exit. 

 

Power- the extended gas surges out of the chamber through the tight opening, in this manner pushing the name all the 

while. The sudden increment in volume guarantees that more power is discharged. Or, on the other hand as it were, the 

thermal energy is completely used. 

 

Exhaust- As the thermal energy is completely used, the fumes gasses bring along relatively less heat energy. This for the 

most part helps in the warm productivity of the engine. 

 

3.5. Internally Radiating Impulse Structure Engine: 

The Internally Radiating Impulse Structure (IRIS) is a advanced internal combustion engine outline with thermal, volumetric 

and cycling efficiencies better than those as of now accessible or being worked on in ICEs. The IRIS is a transformational 

geometry for the ICE ignition chamber that builds the territory of the chamber responding gainfully to extending gasses. In 

an IRIS ignition chamber, various transformed fragments of a circle, or "cordons," collaborate to make a persistently fixed 

assembly of variable volume. Rather than extending amid ignition, as a traditional engine does, the IRIS motor's chamber 

grows in distance across. The creators' claim that this development will reduce waste heat and will build the measure of 

surface region the engine has accessible to deliver torque. The IRIS offers the effortlessness of a two-stroke combustion 

cycle with the productivity of a four stroke engine. The working can be clarified in a progression of images as takes after: 
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Fig.3.5: IRIS Engine working schematic diagrams 

 

The IRIS chamber extends in diameter. This design development implies most by far of the IRIS's surface area responds 

gainfully to the forces of combustion, producing torque all through every ignition cycle.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The Green engine's models have been as of recently created, and furthermore on account of the one of a kind design, 

limitations have not been resolved to any extent. In any case, even notwithstanding constraints assuming any, the Green 

engines guarantee to fill the need to a large extent. Their higher than mechanical standard efficiency are exceptionally 

encouraging and will help in lessening pollution caused by their previous generation. Their guarantee of multi-fuel capacity 

will ideally lessen human reliance on petroleum derivatives to some degree. 
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